We have reviewed our behaviour system and each
class now has a behaviour chart. Your child’s name
will start each day on the start of the chart, ready to
learn. Their name will either be moved up the chart
in recognion of posive learning behaviours or
moved down if they choose not to the follow the 4
golden rules or do not show a posive atude to
their learning.
To deter pupils from demonstrang inappropriate
behaviours we have clear sancons in place for any
pupil who chooses to not follow our 4 Golden rules:
∗

Any pupil not displaying good learning behaviour and choosing not to follow our rules will
receive a verbal warning.

∗

Any pupil who connues to rule break a%er a
verbal warning will have their name card
moved onto warning.

∗

Any pupil who connues to choose not to
change their behaviour will have their name
moved down the behaviour chart.

∗

They are able to move back up the behaviour
chart if they chose to make the right learning
choices.

∗

If a pupil reaches the bo'om of the chart then
then their parents will be informed and be
sent to the Head’s oﬃce.

At The Bishops’ everyone is
responsible for their own behaviour and the
choices they make. Behaviours both posive and
negave have consequences.

Posive Learning
Behaviour
Discuss the Golden Rules
with your child and
reinforce how important
they are.
Ask your child how many
house points they have
earned and where did
they ﬁnish on the
behaviour chart.
Talk to the class teacher if
you have any concerns
relang to your child’s
learning behaviour - we
want to work in
partnership with you.
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Our Golden Rules:
Treat others how you want
to be treated
Follow instrucons with
thought and care
Show respect to everything
Show good manners at all
mes
Informaon Leaﬂet for Parents and
Children

Our 4 Golden Rules
We have recently reviewed our reward
system and decided that we wanted to
introduce addional rewards for those
children who connue to follow the 4
golden rules. We have re-launched the
House system and all the children have
been put into a House : Wulsidge, Kenstec, Leofric and Conan.

•

•

They will be able to collect House points
for following the Golden rules. The House
captains are in year 6 and year 2.
At The Bishops’ we have 4 Golden Rules
that we expect all pupils to follow during
their me in school.

•

The rules are clear, easy to remember and
form the basis of how we would want our
future cizens to live their lives in society.
Our rules are in place during all hours at
school including in clubs and during
playmes, lunchmes and whilst out on
trips and visits.

•

All pupils start school every day with
their name on the start of the
behaviour chart in their class
Children who follow the 4 Golden Rules
and show a posive atude to
learning can earn addional house
points and have their name moved up
the behaviour chart.
Each secon of the behaviour chart has
a diﬀerent reward. When a child gets
to the top of the chart they will
receive a prize and then visit the
Head’s oﬃce and have their name
wri'en in the Golden book which is
read out in our celebraon assembly.
All pupils who keep to our Golden
Rules join in with the class golden me
treat at the end of half term.

•

In addion to this culture of posive
behaviour, children can get their
name on the ‘You’ve been noced’
and the ‘best eﬀort boards.’

•

Children’s achievements will be
shared with the whole school in our
celebraon assembly.

•

Children will receive golden ckets
when they are seen following the 4
Golden Rules at playmes and
lunchmes.

